WELCOME TO THE BIG LEAGUES

WIN 304 NON-MAGNETIC AND NON-CORRODING STAINLESS STEEL PROFESSIONAL ACCESSORIES FOR PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS

OUT WORK.
OUT PLAY.
OUT DRIVE.
OUT LAST.
OUT SHINE.

VOLUME XII
Dieter’s has been manufacturing high quality truck accessories since 1976! Our legacy started with a highly skilled tradesman and a few close friends who felt their trucks deserved that custom touch. Fast forward 40 years, and Dieter’s has become the largest, most trusted and most OEM awarded name in high quality stainless steel accessories for today’s Big Rigs.

Our truck accessories don’t just belong in show-and-shines, they belong on the highways and backroads of North America. What’s this mean to you.

Listening to the customer and delivering a product that is worthy of your hard earned dollars. Dieter’s has become the high quality accessory manufacturer of choice for North America’s heavy truck OEM’s. We use only the highest quality, non-magnetic 304 stainless steel and back it up with award winning customer service. In fact, we are so confident in our products, we stand behind them for a full two years. Try finding that with one of our competitors!

THE RESULT?
Highest quality stainless steel accessories available at over 2000 dealerships throughout North America. Outwork, Outplay, Outlast with our high quality custom products for today’s professional drivers.

2 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS

CRAFTED IN
NORTH AMERICA

WELCOME TO THE BIG LEAGUES OF TRUCK ACCESSORIES.
5700 XE

There’s lots of places you want to soak in the sun - but your cab isn’t one of them. Our extended sunvisors help keep the cab cooler while reducing eye strain. Designed as OEM replacement - uses OEM lights. Brackets and hardware included. No drilling required.

**SUNVISOR**

**5700XE WITH STRATOSPHERE ROOFS - 14” DEEP**

WBP WSS320

Helps protect the hood and windshield from rocks and road debris. Mounts behind grille, drilling of mounting holes through fiberglass hood required. All mounting hardware included. Constructed of high-quality 304 stainless steel. LIFETIME GUARANTEE AGAINST BREAKAGE.

**BUG DEFLECTOR**

Provides protection to the paint between the front grilles. Attaches using supplied 3M two-sided tape.

**GRILLE CENTER POST**

Attaches to bumper face using existing bumper bolts. Hardware and license plate bezel(s) included.

**LICENSE PLATE HOLDERS**

TRUCK FEATURES THE FOLLOWING AFTERMARKET PARTS:

- WBP WS310 BUG DEFLECTOR
- WBP WS312 AIR INTAKE GRILLE
- WBP WS313 LICENSE PLATE HOLDER
- WBP WS317 UPPER FAIRING TRIM KIT WITH P168AC LED LIGHTS
- WBP WS333 REAR CHASSIS FAIRING PANELS WITH 3/4” ROUND RED CLEAR LED LIGHTS

- WBP WS333 REAR CHASSIS FAIRING PANELS WITH 3/4” ROUND RED CLEAR LED LIGHTS

- WBP WSS314 LOW MOUNT - SINGLE PLATE
- WBP WSS327 HIGH MOUNT - SINGLE PLATE
- WBP WSS328 HIGH MOUNT - DOUBLE PLATE

- WBP WSS313 WBP WSS314

- WBP WSS320

- WBP WSS333

- WBP WSS333

- WBP WSS333

- WBP WSS333
TRUCK FEATURES THE FOLLOWING AFTERMARKET PARTS:
- WBP WSS322 14" EXTENDED BOLTLESS SUNVISOR
- WBP WSS323 BUG DEFLECTOR FOR HIGH VISIBILITY (SUPERVISIBILITY) HOODS
- WBP WSS289 FENDER GUARDS
- DNL DIA087 DOUBLE HEADLIGHT VISORS
- WBP WSS294 HOOD EMBLEM ACCENT

**REAR CHASSIS FAIRING PANEL**

- PLAIN (NO LIGHTS) WBP WSS334
- 3/4" ROUND RED LED (5) WBP WSS332
- 3/4" ROUND RED CLEAR LED (5) WBP WSS331

**DOOR KICK PANEL**

Made of durable stainless steel, the door kick panels are OEM replacements. Protects the paint from scuffs and scratches. Sold in pairs. Attaches using supplied and existing hardware.

- PLAIN WBP WSS329
- WITH ETCHED 5700 XE LOGO WBP WSS330

**LOWER BUMPER INSERT**

Attaches using supplied hardware. Lights and harnesses included. Sold in pairs.

- PLAIN (NO LIGHTS) WBP WSS321
- 3/4" ROUND AMBER LED (1) WBP WSS318
- 3/4" ROUND AMBER CLEAR LED (3) WBP WSS319

**UPPER FAIRING TRIM KIT**

Attaches using supplied hardware and 3M two-sided tape. Drilling required. Lights and harnesses included.

- P168A - AMBER LED (12) WBP WSS316
- P168AC - AMBER CLEAR LED (12) WBP WSS317

**CENTER FAIRING TRIM**

Attaches using supplied hardware and 3M two-sided tape. Sold in pairs.

- REAR SECTION - PLAIN WBP WSS326
- REAR SECTION - ETCHED WBP WSS336

**GRAB HANDLE ACCENT**

Add protection to the paint under the grab handle. Attaches with supplied 3M two-sided tape. Sold in pairs.

- PLAIN WBP WSS331

**AIR INTAKE GRILLES**

Replace OEM intake grilles. Attaches using supplied hardware and 3M two-sided tape. Sold in pairs.

- PLAIN WBP WSS331
- 5700XE WBP WSS3312

**4900**
**Bug Deflectors**

Helps protect the hood and windshield from rocks and road debris. Mounts behind grille, drilling of mounting holes through fiberglass hood required. All mounting hardware included. Constructed of high-quality 304 stainless steel. **LIFETIME GUARANTEE AGAINST BREAKAGE.**

- **2000+ Constellation 4964 SX & SA, 4900 FX/FA, EX, SX, SA - HIGH VISIBILITY (SUPERVISIBILITY) HOODS**
- **2006+ Constellation, 4964 FX, FA, EX, SX, SA**
- **1997-1999 Constellation, 4964 FX, EX & SX**
- **1998-1999 Constellation, 4964 FX, EX, SX**
- **2000+ Constellation, 4964 FX, FA, EX, SX, SA - WITH ETCHED STARS & STRIPES**

*Will not fit high visibility supervisibility hoods.*

**Fender Guards**

The best defense against road debris and the effects of high mileage wear and tear. Attaches using supplied hardware. Drilling required. Sold in pairs.

- **2001+ Supervisibility Hood 4900SB - Welded and Polished Fender Guard**
- **2007+ 4900FXA & EX 122” BBC Fender Guard**
- **1998+ Constellation with Curved Headlights Fender Guard**
- **1998+ Constellation with Curved Headlights (Lighted) Fender Guard**
- **Set-Back Axle Constellation Headlight Guard**
- **Set-Back Axle Constellation Fender Guard**
- **2009+ Constellation Set-Back Axle Headlight Guard**
- **1996+ Constellation Set-Back Axle Fender Guard**
- **2006+ 4964 SX High Visibility (Supervisibility) Hood Fender Guard**
- **2005+ Set-Back Axle Fender Guard**
- **2005+ Set-Back Axle Headlight Mount Fender Guard**
- **1998-2006 Constellation, 4964 FX/EX Under Headlight Fender Guard**
- **1998-1999 Constellation Straight Headlight Fender Guard**
- **Constellation Headlight - Will Fit 3 Piece Hood Fender Guard**

*Will not fit high visibility supervisibility hoods.*

**Sunvisors & Bracket Kits**

There's lots of places you want to soak in the sun - but your cab isn't one of them. Our extended sunvisors help keep the cab cooler while reducing eye strain. Designed to replace the OEM stainless steel sunvisor. Available for Constellation, Heritage or Stratosphere models. Brackets and hardware included. Drilling required on some visors.

- **2002+ Constellation - 11” Deep Louvered, OEM Replacement**
- **2002+ Constellation - 11” Deep Plain, OEM Replacement**
- **2003+ Constellation - 14” Extended Boltless, OEM Replacement**
- **2011+ 4900SA - 11” Deep For Models With Cab Mounted Mirrors, OEM Replacement**
- **2011+ Stratosphere - 16” Dropped Cutout for Cab Mounted Mirrors, OEM Replacement**
- **Stratosphere - 16” Dropped Style, OEM Replacement**
- **1998-2001 Constellation - 11” Deep 2 Pieces Non Louvered, OEM Replacement**

**Bracket Kits**

Adds extra support to visor while adding stainless steel shine to the center windshield post.

- **Constellation - Bracket Kit for New Style Extended Sunvisors**
- **1998-2001 Constellation - Bracket Kit & Center Support - Extra Deep**
- **2002+ Constellation - Bracket Kit & Center Support - Extra Deep**
**GRILLE DEFLECTORS**
Mounts behind the grille bezel. Drilling required. Sold in pairs. Hardware included.
- 33" LONG  WBP WSSC027
- 30.5" LONG  WBP WSS027
- 26.5" LONG  WBP WSS028
- 23.5" LONG  WBP WSS029
- 2013+ 4900EX (30.125" LONG)  WBP WSS297

**HORIZONTAL GRILLE**
OEM stainless steel replacement. Does not include bug screen. EX model.
- 2007+ (REPLACES OEM LOWMAX A17-17333-001) 42" X 28"  WBP WSS268
- 1995+ (REPLACES OEM 67205-3479/67205-3481) 42" X 33.59"  WBP WSS267

**LICENSE SWING PLATES**
Attaches to existing bumper bolts. Hardware and license plate bezel(s) included. Designed for new style bumpers.
- EPA 2007+ 4900 - SINGLE PLATE  WBP WSS260
- EPA 2007+ 4900 - DOUBLE PLATE  WBP WSS261

**DASH COVER PANEL**
Attaches using supplied hardware. Sold individually.
- CONSTITUTION  WBP WSSC041

**BATTERY BOX COVER**
Attaches using supplied 3M two-sided tape. Sold individually.
- 4900EX AND LOWMAX MODELS  WBP WSS264

**FILLER PANELS**
Mounts between the step and the wheel well. Sold in pairs. Hardware included.
- 4900EX - FILLER PANEL SQUARE - (3) 2" ROUND LIGHT HOLES  WBP WSS305
- 4900EX - FILLER PANEL SQUARE - (3) 2" ROUND AMBER LED LIGHTS  WBP WSS307
- 4900EX - FILLER PANEL EXTENSION - (3) 2" ROUND LIGHT HOLES  WBP WSS308
- 4900EX - FILLER PANEL EXTENSION - (3) 2" ROUND AMBER LED LIGHTS  WBP WSS310

*Lights and harnesses included.
**Bug Deflectors**

Helps protect the hood and windshield from rocks and road debris. Mounts behind grille, drilling of mounting holes through hood required. All mounting hardware included. Constructed of high-quality 304 stainless steel. LIFETIME GUARANTEE AGAINST BREAKAGE.

- **2012-4700SB - Bug Deflector Grille Surround**: WBP WSS284
- **2012-4700SA - Bug Deflector Grille Surround**: WBP WSS285
- **4700 - Bug Deflector Side of Hood Mount**: WBP WSS304
- **4700 - Bug Deflector Top of Hood Mount**: WBP WSS311

**Upper & Lower Front Grille Guard**

The “stone stopper” protects the radiator from road debris. Protects the upper and lower portion of the grille. Sold as a 2-piece set.

- **4700 (SB AND SF MODELS)**: WBP WSS323

**Fender Guards**

The best defense against road debris and the effects of high mileage wear and tear. Drilling of fender required. Hardware included. Sold in pairs.

- **1999+ Curved Headlights**: WBP WSS99025
- **1999+ Straight Headlights**: WBP WSS99026
- **Pre-1999 Curved Headlights**: WBP WSS025
- **Pre-1999 Straight Headlights**: WBP WSS026
- **Below Headlight**: WBP WSS054
- **Set-Back Axle**: WBP WSS043

**Bug Deflectors**

Helps protect the hood and windshield from rocks and road debris. Mounts behind grille, drilling of mounting holes through hood required. All mounting hardware included. Constructed of high-quality 304 stainless steel. LIFETIME GUARANTEE AGAINST BREAKAGE.

**Constellations, Heritage, 4964 FX/EX/SX with Etched Flames**

- **1998-99 Constellation, Heritage, 4964 FX/EX/SX with Etched Flames**: WBP WSS98091
- **1998-99 Constellation, Heritage, 4964 FX/EX/SX with Etched Stars & Stripes**: WBP WSS98836
- **1998-99 Constellation, Heritage, 4964 FX/EX/SX**: WBP WSS98842

**Heritage**

**SUNVISORS**

There are lots of places you want to soak in the sun - but your cab isn’t one of them. Our extended sunvisors help keep the cab cooler while reducing eye strain. Designed as an OEM replacement. Brackets and hardware included.

- **Pre-2008 11” Deep**: WBP WSS046
- **Pre-2007 OEM Replacement**: WBP WSS019
- **Bracket Kit Only for WSS019**: WBP WSS018

*Drilling of roof required*

**Headlight Filler Panel**

Fills the gap between the headlight and grille. Works with WBP WSS285 bug deflector grille surround. Protects the paint from road debris damage. Attaches with supplied 3M two-sided tape. Sold in pairs.

- **4700SF**: WBP WSS287
AIR CLEANER LIGHT BARS

Add lights, add style - and be seen! Mount to air cleaner strap bolts. Measure strap centers (B) to determine proper part number. Brackets and hardware included with light hole versions, harness not included unless otherwise stated. All other versions include lights, brackets, hardware and harness. Sold in pairs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRUCK MODEL</th>
<th>CAN SIZE</th>
<th>STRAP CENTER (A)</th>
<th>BAR LENGTH (A)</th>
<th>LIGHT STYLE</th>
<th>PART NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000+ 4964 FX/FA</td>
<td>13”</td>
<td>18.5”</td>
<td>23.5”</td>
<td>2” ROUND LIGHT HOLES (5)</td>
<td>WBP WSC0024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007+ 4900FA 123” BBC</td>
<td>13”</td>
<td>15”</td>
<td>16.5”</td>
<td>2” ROUND LIGHT HOLES (4) WITH HARNESS</td>
<td>WBP WSS250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007+ 4900FA 123” BBC</td>
<td>13”</td>
<td>15”</td>
<td>16.5”</td>
<td>2” ROUND AMBER INDEPENDENT WITH BEZELS</td>
<td>WBP WSS251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007+ 4900FA 123” BBC</td>
<td>13”</td>
<td>15”</td>
<td>16.5”</td>
<td>2” ROUND AMBER INDEPENDENT WITH BEZELS</td>
<td>WBP WSS263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007+ 4900FA 123” BBC</td>
<td>13”</td>
<td>15”</td>
<td>16.5”</td>
<td>X3AG LED (4)</td>
<td>WBP WSS265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007+ 4900FA 123” BBC</td>
<td>13”</td>
<td>15”</td>
<td>16.5”</td>
<td>X3ACG LED (5)</td>
<td>WBP WSS267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000+ CONSTELLATION, 4964 FX/FA</td>
<td>13”</td>
<td>18.5”</td>
<td>23.5”</td>
<td>2” ROUND RED LED (6) WITH BEZELS</td>
<td>WBP WSC0120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000+ CONSTELLATION, 4964 FX/FA</td>
<td>13”</td>
<td>18.5”</td>
<td>23.5”</td>
<td>2” ROUND RED INCANDESCENT WITH BEZELS</td>
<td>WBP WSC0121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEM REPLACEMENT</td>
<td>13”</td>
<td>15”</td>
<td>16.5”</td>
<td>X3AG LED (4)</td>
<td>WBP WSS255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FRONT HARNESS FOR WBP WSS021, WBP WSS024, WBP WSC98024

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRUCK MODEL</th>
<th>CAN SIZE</th>
<th>STRAP CENTER (A)</th>
<th>BAR LENGTH (A)</th>
<th>LIGHT STYLE</th>
<th>PART NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000+ 4964 FX/FA</td>
<td>13”</td>
<td>18.5”</td>
<td>23.5”</td>
<td>2” ROUND LIGHT HOLES (5)</td>
<td>WBP WSC0024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007+ 4900FA 123” BBC</td>
<td>13”</td>
<td>15”</td>
<td>16.5”</td>
<td>2” ROUND LIGHT HOLES (4) WITH HARNESS</td>
<td>WBP WSS250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007+ 4900FA 123” BBC</td>
<td>13”</td>
<td>15”</td>
<td>16.5”</td>
<td>2” ROUND RED LED (4) WITH BEZELS</td>
<td>WBP WSS252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007+ 4900FA 123” BBC</td>
<td>13”</td>
<td>15”</td>
<td>16.5”</td>
<td>2” ROUND RED INCANDESCENT WITH BEZELS</td>
<td>WBP WSS262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007+ 4900FA 123” BBC</td>
<td>13”</td>
<td>15”</td>
<td>16.5”</td>
<td>X3IRG LED (4)</td>
<td>WBP WSS254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007+ 4900FA 123” BBC</td>
<td>13”</td>
<td>15”</td>
<td>16.5”</td>
<td>X3IRG LED (5)</td>
<td>WBP WSS255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000+ CONSTELLATION, 4964 FX/FA, EX</td>
<td>13”</td>
<td>18.5”</td>
<td>23.5”</td>
<td>2” ROUND RED INCANDESCENT WITH BEZELS</td>
<td>WBP WSC0125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX/LOWMAX</td>
<td>15”</td>
<td>18.75”</td>
<td>20.38”</td>
<td>2” ROUND RED INCANDESCENT (4) WITH BEZELS</td>
<td>WBP WLSM246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX/LOWMAX</td>
<td>15”</td>
<td>18.75”</td>
<td>20.38”</td>
<td>2” ROUND STARBURST LIGHTS (4) WITH BEZELS</td>
<td>WBP WLSM247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX/LOWMAX</td>
<td>15”</td>
<td>18.75”</td>
<td>20.38”</td>
<td>2” ROUND LIGHT HOLES (4) WITH HARNESS</td>
<td>WBP WLSM248</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EMBLEM ACCENTS - HOOD

Drilling of hood required. Sold in pairs. Hardware supplied.

BLAZING STAR | WBP WSS295
CONSTELLATION CUTOUT | WBP WSSC089
CURVED WITH CUTOUTS - 2012+ | WBP WSS292
FLAME ACCENT | WBP WSC107
PLAIN | WBP WSC079
SERIOUS TRUCKS - 2012+ | WBP WSS296
SHOOTING STAR - 2012+ | WBP WSS294
SURROUND WITH LOGO (12/01/2008+) | WBP WSS278
**PARK BRAKE TRIM PANEL**
Attaches using supplied 3M two-sided tape.
ETCHED  WBP WSSC065

**BEACON LIGHT BRACKET**
Mounts behind cab or sleeper. Corners are welded and polished. Measures 12” wide x 6” tall. Holes provided for light cable, ABS cable and air line mounting. Extra hole cover provided. Attaches using supplied hardware.
PLAIN  WBP WSSC078
WITH ETCHED LOGO  WBP WSSC079
NOT WELDED  WBP WSSC088

**MUD FLAP ACCESSORIES**
Add style and weight to the mud flaps. Attaches using supplied hardware. Sold in pairs.
PLAIN  WBP WSSC060
FOR 2 PLUG GLAD HAND (PHILLIPS #15-042) WITH ETCHED WESTERN STAR LOGO  WBP WSSC083
COVER EMBLEM  WBP WSSC071
WEIGHTS  WBP WSSC072A

**GLAD HAND TRIM**
Sold individually. No drilling is required for installation. Uses existing hardware. Protects the paint from scuffs and scrapes from the hoses.
PLAIN  WBP WSSC080
FOR 2 PLUG GLAD HAND (PHILLIPS #15-042) WITH ETCHED WESTERN STAR LOGO  WBP WSSC083

**DOOR WINDOW DEFLECTORS**
Helps to reduce cab air turbulence. Sold in pairs. Attaches using supplied hardware. Drilling is required.
UNIVERSAL  WBP WSSC030

**GLASS WINDOW ACCESSORIES**
Add style and weight to the mud flaps. Attaches using supplied hardware. Sold in pairs.
PLAIN  WBP WSSC060
FOR 2 PLUG GLAD HAND (PHILLIPS #15-042) WITH ETCHED WESTERN STAR LOGO  WBP WSSC083
COVER EMBLEM  WBP WSSC071
WEIGHTS  WBP WSSC072A

**FOOT BOARD ACCESORIES**
Mount to “J” brackets under tank. Ends are welded and polished. All hardware included. Sold individually. New, easy-to-mount, 6” low profile skirts available. Fits both Constellation and Heritage models.
53” LONG - 125 GALLON - 9” PROFILE  WBP WSSC075
64” LONG - 150 GALLON - 9” PROFILE  WBP WSSC076
69” 25” DIA NEW STYLE - 6” LOW PROFILE  WBP WSSC228

**DOOR POCKET COVER**
WITHOUT CURB WINDOW  WBP WSS280
RIGHT HAND CURB WINDOW  WBP WSS299
LEFT HAND CURB WINDOW  WBP WSS300

**REAR SLEEPER SKIRT PANELS**
Mounts to lower rear of Star-Light Sleepers. Drilling of threaded inserts is necessary. Versions with light holes available. No hardware supplied. No lights or harnesses included in light hole versions. Available for use with extenders or without extenders.
NO EXTENDERS - 2’ ROUND LIGHT HOLES (10)  WBP WSSC907BNE10
EXTENDERS - 2’ ROUND LIGHT HOLES (11)  WBP WSSC907BNE11
NO EXTENDERS - 2’ ROUND LIGHT HOLES (6)  WBP WSSC907BNE6
EXTENDERS - PLAIN  WBP WSSC907
NO EXTENDERS - PLAIN  WBP WSSC907NE
EXTENDERS - LOWMAX - K2RG2 LED (10)  WBP WSSL0169
NO EXTENDERS - LOWMAX - PLAIN  WBP WSSL0221

**LICENSE PLATE HOLDERS**
Under bumper version requires drilling. Bumper face version attaches to the existing bumper bolts. Hardware and plate bezel(s) included.
BUMPER FACE - 1 PLATE  WBP WSSBF001
BUMPER FACE - 2 PLATES  WBP WSSBF002
BUMPER FACE - 3 PLATES  WBP WSSBF003
UNDER BUMPER - 1 PLATE  WBP WSSC001
UNDER BUMPER - 2 PLATE  WBP WSSC002
LOGO LICENSE PLATE  WBP WSSC090

**FUEL TANK SKIRTS**
Mounts to "J" brackets under tank. Ends are welded and polished. All hardware included. Sold individually. New, easy-to-mount, 6” low profile skirts available. Fits both Constellation and Heritage models.
53” LONG - 125 GALLON - 9” PROFILE  WBP WSSC075
64” LONG - 150 GALLON - 9” PROFILE  WBP WSSC076
69” 25” DIA NEW STYLE - 6” LOW PROFILE  WBP WSSC228

**BEACON LIGHT BRACKET**
Mounts behind cab or sleeper. Corners are welded and polished. Measures 12” wide x 6” tall. Holes provided for light cable, ABS cable and air line mounting. Extra hole cover provided. Attaches using supplied hardware.
PLAIN  WBP WSSC078
WITH ETCHED LOGO  WBP WSSC079
NOT WELDED  WBP WSSC088

**REAR SLEEPER EMBLEM**
Attaches using supplied 3M two-sided tape.
23” X 11.5”  WBP WSSC106

**GLOVE BOX COVER**
Attaches using supplied 3M two-sided tape.
CONSTELLATION  WBP WSSC021

**TRAILER SERVICE BOX**
Mounts behind the grille on the paint. Drilling required. Sold in pairs. Hardware included.
33” LONG  WBP WSSC27
38.5” LONG  WBP WSSC27
26.5” LONG  WBP WSSC28
23.5” LONG  WBP WSSC29

**GRILLE DEFLECTORS**
Mounts behind the grille on the paint. Drilling required. Sold in pairs. Hardware included.
2006+ LOWMAX - SPRAGUE WIPER ARM  WBP WSSC243
LOW MAX - BOCH WIPER ARM  WBP WSSC240

**WIPER ARM COVERS**
2006+ LOWMAX  WBP WSSC243
LOW MAX  WBP WSSC240

**FENDER GUARD**
The best defense against road debris damage and the effects of high mileage wear and tear. Drilling of fender required. Hardware included. Sold in pairs.
2005+ SET-BACK AXLE - HEADLIGHT SURROUND  WBP WSSC0136
2005+ SET-BACK AXLE - UNDER HEADLIGHT  WBP WSSC0137

**GRILLE DEFLECTORS**
Mounts behind the grille on the paint. Drilling required. Sold in pairs. Hardware included.
33” LONG  WBP WSSC27
38.5” LONG  WBP WSSC27
26.5” LONG  WBP WSSC28
23.5” LONG  WBP WSSC29

**BEACON LIGHT BRACKET**
Mounts behind cab or sleeper. Corners are welded and polished. Measures 12” wide x 6” tall. Holes provided for light cable, ABS cable and air line mounting. Extra hole cover provided. Attaches using supplied hardware.
PLAIN  WBP WSSC078
WITH ETCHED LOGO  WBP WSSC079
NOT WELDED  WBP WSSC088
ALL OUT. ALL SEASON. ALL DRIVE.

THE DIETER’S ADVANTAGE

- Premium-quality 304 non-magnetic, non-corroding stainless steel
- Western Star accessories have been carefully designed for each model and configuration
- All parts are laser cut to avoid sharp edges and burrs
- 2 year parts warranty
- 1 year labor warranty
- Bug deflectors are guaranteed for life against breakage
- Product exclusive to Western Star
- Manufacturer that stands behind the quality of their product
- Minimum orders required
- Most competitors use lower grade magnetic 400-series stainless steel that will rust and corrode
- More generic in their design

COMPETITORS

REAL WORLD SAMPLES AFTER 4 WEEKS IN SALT BATH

UNPROTECTED FENDER.

WINDSHIELD SAVED FROM ROCK HIT.

BEZELS & WIRING HARNESSES

Available in two styles - plain or with visor. Sold individually. Bulk wiring harness is sold by the roll.

- 2" ROUND PLAIN LIGHT BEZEL WITHOUT VISOR - DML DUALB2
- 2" ROUND LIGHT BEZEL WITH VISOR - DML DUALB2B
- 2.5" BEZEL - DML DUALB25
- 2.5" VISOR BEZEL - DML DUALB25V
- 4" BEZEL ROUND WITHOUT VISOR - DML DUALB4
- 4" VISOR BEZEL - DML DUALB4V
- 6" OVAL BEZEL - DML DUALB6
- 6" OVAL VISOR BEZEL - DML DUALB6V
- WIRING HARNESS WITH 6" CENTER SPACING - 200 PLUG - DML DUA010
- WIRING HARNESS WITH 12" CENTER SPACING - 100 PLUG - DML DUA0112

LIGHT TYPES

All lights come with bezels. Available in LED amber, red, clear lens amber light, clear lens red light. Sold individually.

- X2AG2 - LED MARKER LAMP, AMBER LED - DML DUAX2AG2LED
- X2RG2 - LED MARKER LAMP, RED LED - DML DUAX2RG2LED
- X2ACG2 - LED MARKER LAMP CLEAR LENS, AMBER LED - DML DUAX2ACG2LED
- X2RCG2 - LED MARKER LAMP CLEAR LENS, RED LED - DML DUAX2RCG2LED
- X3AG2 - LED MARKER LAMP, AMBER LED - DML DUAX3AG2LED
- X3RG2 - LED MARKER LAMP, RED LED - DML DUAX3RG2LED
- X3ACG2 - LED MARKER LAMP CLEAR LENS, AMBER LED - DML DUAX3ACG2LED
- X3RCG2 - LED MARKER LAMP CLEAR LENS, RED LED - DML DUAX3RCG2LED

WESTERN STAR TRUCK ACCESSORIES BY DIETER’S
On the assembly line, at the dealership or in your garage, Dieter’s puts the original in original equipment.
Our Reputation is Stainless!